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ABSTRACT 
The development of modern pedagogy is impossible without taking into account the historical-national 
context, which is formed under the influence of the culture of the people, their traditions, customs, morals 
and manners. The article studies the pedagogical thought of the Bulgars and their direct descendants 
Tatars. It reveals the main aspects of their rich pedagogical culture. An analysis of the historical and 
cultural retrospective of the long spiritual formation of the Tatar ethnos helps to understand its modern 
identity. Tatars are the second largest ethnic group in the Russian Federation, and the main ethnic group of 
the Republic of Tatarstan, located in the middle Volga region (Volga-Kama region). They also compactly 
live or are scattered in other parts of Russia and in many other countries. The article examines the genesis 
and development of pedagogical ideas, the experience of popular education and upbringing during a long 
historical period from the VIII to the beginning of the XX centuries. It reveals the key ideas in the history 
of Tatar pedagogy and shows the activity of the main Tatar enlighteners. From the material of the article it 
becomes clear that with all the diversity of historical conditions, dramatic turning points in the life of the 
Tatar people in the era of the Bulgarian kingdom, during the Golden Horde and the Kazan Khanate times, 
and within the Russian state, there was being observed an integral and successive nature of the 
development of national education; pedagogical thought and educational practice were constantly being 
enriched. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The centuries-old Tatar pedagogical thought is full of various collisions that arose under the 
conditions of sharp historical turns, external influence of an economic, ethno-social, ideological and 
political nature. The history of pedagogical ideas is organically imbedded into the historical 
consciousness of the Tatar people [1, p. 39–49]. Moreover, during all the periods of historical 
development – from the ancient Turkic one to our days – it was the sphere of enlightenment that was 
one of the most important areas of close interaction of Tatars with other peoples and countries [2, p. 
163-175]. In addition, Tatar pedagogical thought and educational practice at different historical stages 
are a typical example of ethno-pedagogy and can serve as data for improving cross-cultural learning 
[3; 4]. 

With some conventionality, the history of Tatar pedagogy can be divided into three stages: 1) the era 
of the Bulgarian state (VIII–XIII centuries); 2) the period of the Golden Horde and the Kazan 
Khanate (XIV – the first half of the XVI century); 3) the time of its being a part of the Russian state 
(second half of the XVI – early XX centuries). With all historical zigzags in each of these epochs, 
pedagogical thought and popular education evolved progressively, and education turned into one of 
the most important social values. A well-known historian and ethnographer, professor of Kazan 
University Karl Fuchs (1776–1846) wrote about the education of the Tatars the following: "Every 
traveler is certain to find it strange to discover in Kazan Tatars, in general, a people more educated 
than some other peoples, even European ones. A Tatar who does not know how to read and write is 
despised by his fellowmen, and does not enjoy the respect of others as a citizen. Therefore, every 
father, as early as possible, makes his children go to school, where they would learn at least to read, 
write and acquire the bases of their religion" [5, p. 126–127]. 
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The origins of this attitude towards education as an absolute value, respect for the personality of a 
teacher should be sought in the depths of the centuries. In 922, the Bulgarian state adopted Islam. The 
familiarization with the Muslim culture raises moral and aesthetic standards, allowed strict regulating 
of innovations in the field of upbringing and education [6, p. 326–337; 7, p. 326–337]. Although the 
new spiritual environment did not immediately become dominant, it is in the education field where 
significant changes took place. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Written and material sources of Tatar pedagogical thought of each period are diverse and have their 
own characteristics. Unfortunately huge priceless data from the Bulgarian period were destroyed by 
the Mongol invasion (1241) and many written sources burned in the fires. The situation was 
aggravated by the conquest of Kazan by Ivan the Terrible (1552), when also some treasures of ancient 
culture disappeared in the fires. Only some written monuments of the period of the Volga Bulgaria of 
the IX–XIV centuries, the Kazan Khanate of the XV – XVI centuries, and works of Arab scientists of 
the IX–X centuries had survived. They require deep comprehensive study. Among these works there 
is, in particular, a work of Ibn Fadlan, which is known as "Journey to the Volga region", important 
testimonies of Ibn Rust, Al Garnati and other scholars of the Middle East and Central Asia. The works 
of Russian scientists: Sh. Mardzhani, Kayum Nasyiri, A. Bayazitov, J. Validi, G. Barudi, V.V. Bartold, 
V.P. Tatishchev, A.P. Kovalevsky, Karl Fuchs and others are not less interesting. By present the 
experience of studying the history of Tatar pedagogical thought is so significant that it turns into a 
special scientific field that requires not only systematization of the accumulated scientific baggage, 
but also special studies of its theoretical and methodological principles [8, p. 202–214]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The introduction of Islam was marked by the transition from the runic writing to the Arabic one 
which opened up the intellectual wealth of the Arab world for the Bulgars, instilled a careful attitude 
to knowledge. Archaeological findings indicate widespread literacy among the Bulgarian population. 
There appeared primary schools (mektebahs) and madrasahs. The economic boost, development of 
trade and crafts, construction of cities, establishment of strong ties with the states of the Near and 
Middle East, and Russia contributed to the study by the Bulgars of the Arabic, Persian and Russian 
languages. The formation of statehood had increased the spread of professional knowledge. New 
branches of science such as mathematics, geometry, chemistry, astronomy, history, medicine, etc. 
started to develop. There had been written scientific works, treatises and textbooks on all these 
subjects and appeared their own lawyers, theologians, physicians, historians, astronomers. Such 
scholars-teachers as Mahmud Kashgari,  brothers Taj-ad-din ibn Yunus al-Bulgari and Hasan ibn 
Yunus al-Bulgari, Hodja Hasan ibn Omar al-Bulgari, Jakub ibn Nugman al-Bulgari became very 
popular in Bulgaria. They created scientific works on the theory of teaching, didactics, medicine, 
astronomy, history, which were used at various educational institutions. Bulgarians could continue 
their education abroad in such cultural and scientific centers as Merv, Ghazni, Baghdad, Nishapur, 
Bukhara, Samarkand, etc. The development of pedagogic in Bulgaria is also proved by the fact that 
students from countries of the Middle East and Central Asia came there to receive education. The 
education system itself was developing – there began a transition from home education to primary 
schools, handicraft teaching, training at madrasahs and finally to higher education. 

In the XIII century Volga Bulgaria fell under the blows of the Mongol invasion. But the conquerors 
could not completely destroy the Bulgarian system of education. Despite destroyed and ruined 
Bulgarian cities, burnt works of Bulgarian scientists and poets, the culture of the people had not 
disappeared without a trace. Among official works of moralizing pedagogical nature of the Golden 
Horde period it is worth to mention “Nahjel-faradis” (The Open Road to Paradise). The author of this 
work was Makhmud Bulgari. This work, like the work of another thinker Mejlesi "Seifelmelek" (XV 
century) had a religious content. It taught young people in the spirit of the moral code of Mohammed. 
In the first half of the XV century on the ruins of the former Bulgaria, on the basis of Golden Horde 
ulus there emerged an independent state – the Kazan Khanate (1437 – 1552), where the generation of 
Kazan Tatars as a nationality was completed. At that time there appeared a new pedagogy of 
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humanism which played an important role in the further development of pedagogical thought and in 
the whole process of education and upbringing of the Tatar people. Manuscripts that had survived 
from the times of the Kazan Khanate mentioned the existence of a number of schools (mektebahs and 
madrasahs) in Kazan itself, the most prominent of which was a large madrasah at the cathedral 
mosque administrated by Col Sharif. There was also a well-known school in the village of Adeyevo, 
in which Sheikh Ishmuhammed, the son of Turuk-Muhammad, taught. A famous writer, thinker and 
teacher of that period was Makhmud Hadji Ugly Mukhammedyar, whose works were pedagogically 
oriented and had didactic, humanistic character. 

In the second half of the XVI century (1552) The Kazan Khanate ceased to exist. The Tatars of the 
Volga region and the Urals became a part of the multinational centralized Russian state, and this fact 
had its impact on the further development of education and pedagogical thought. Pedagogical ideas of 
Islam were reflected in the works of Mavlya Kolyi (17th c.), Yunus Ivanai (1636–1689). In their 
works instructions for young people were permeated with the spirit of humanism, mutual respect and 
mercy. That period was also characterized by the appearance of some special teaching aids such as, 
for example, a textbook by Galibik (Kadyir Gali-bek) on history "Zhemig Et – Tavarikh" (XVII 
century). That textbook was a great success among shakirds (pupils). The merits of the book, 
dedicated to the ideals of freedom, justice, welfare of people, their peaceful, happy life, put it on a par 
with the works of world ethics.  

Social position and life of the Tatar people began to change after the reforms of Catherine II. Their 
direct consequence was the legalization of Muslim training centers – madrasahs, which opened at 
large mosques. Since the end of the XVIII century there appeared a movement of religious reformism, 
the basis of which was laid by G. Utyz Imyani and A. Kursavi. Their main achievement was the 
proclamation of the "opening doors – ijtihad" principle, which allowed solving pressing social 
problems in accordance with the spirit of the times. They also demonstrated certain rationalism in 
interpreting a number of religious and social problems, including the ones in the sphere of education. 
It was a time when the Tatar pedagogical thought began to perceive ideas of Russian and European 
culture, and the national education organically included the ideas of European education. 

Starting with Sh. Mardzhani, Kh. Fayzkhanov, K. Nasyiri, Z. Khadi, G. Barudi elements of 
peripatetism (aristotelianism) began to return into the Tatar philosophical and pedagogical thought. 
They were characterized by their priority value of knowledge, intelligence and education in 
determining the ways of human perfection. The work of these thinkers directly reflected the influence 
of the social and pedagogical thought of the European Enlightenment. They were forerunners of the 
reform movement in education not only in the Kazan region, but in Russia as well. They were at the 
very beginning of the opening of the Kazan Teachers’ School, aimed at training national educational 
personnel armed with new scientific knowledge. 

Characterizing the Tatar education of the XVIII-XIX centuries, it is necessary to clearly distinguish 
between kadimist (old-fashioned) and jadidist (modern) madrasahs. The first functioned everywhere 
until the 90-s of the XIX century, still being preserved at the beginning of the 20th century, but at that 
time modern schools applying new methods slowly but steadily began to push back old-fashioned 
madrasahs and mektebas. 

Training at kadimist madrasahs (for 15-20 years) was scholastic, focused mainly on the achievements 
of the medieval sciences. It was based on the study of religious books written in Arabic. The 
kadimists adhered to the view that "all the old is holy," and any violation of the traditional 
foundations, any changes in the school environment itself, were considered by them as a departure 
from Islam. Since the Bulgarian times they taught the subject "Faraiz" ("Division"), which included in 
addition to the initial mathematical information the rules of the division of inheritance according to 
the Sharia law. Their pupils also studied syntax of the Arabic language, the treatise on logic 
"Introduction to the categories of Aristotle" ("The Exegetics"), written by the ancient Greek 
philosopher Porphyry. They also learnt four acts of arithmetic, information on marriage, sale, gains, 
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mortgage of things, etc. [9, p. 26-27]. Adherents of the kadimism opposed any innovations at school, 
including school desks, blackboards and visual aids, as well as they were against teaching of the Tatar 
and Russian languages. One of the main ideologists of the pedagogy of kadmism was Ishmi-ishan – 
Ishmukhamed Dinmukhamedov (born in 1843), the author of numerous pamphlets against new-
method education. Kadimist pedagogical views were represented by various journals: "Dean Vee 
Meigyisht" (Religion and Life), Syuratel Mustakym (Straight Road), El-Galeme-el-Islam (The World 
of Islam), and newspapers "Nur" ("Ray") and "Bayanelhan" ("Messenger of Truth"). 

However in the first half of the XIX century there appeared some new elements at the old-fashioned 
madrasahs. For example in the Kasimov madrasah in Kazan they already used astrolabes, compasses, 
and other geometric devices at lessons. Shakirds at many madrasahs widely used mathematical 
manual, written in the XVII century by Yunus Oruvi which included elements of algebra. There were 
manuscript books that introduced, in particular, philosophical views of Aristotle, Ibn Sina, Al-Farabi, 
Al-Biruni, Nizami, Navoi and other thinkers. At the time when there couldn’t be any  reforming of 
kadimist madrasahs, the inspector of the Tatar, Bashkir and Kirghiz schools of the Kazan academic 
district, V.V. Radlov wrote (1872): "The mental development of shakirds is quite significant, and 
despite the one-sided character  of their knowledge, they stand mentally much higher than our 
teachers at parish and  city schools" [10]. Let's notice, not "pupils", but "teachers". Besides 
outstanding Tatar enlighteners, teachers, public figures, writers such as Sh. Mardzhani, K. Nasyri, H. 
Faizkhanov, Sh. Kultyasi, S. Kuklyashev, M. Akmulla, G. Mahmudov, G. Ilyasi, R. Fakhrutdinov, F 
Karimi, G. Barudi, R. Ibragitmov graduated from kadimist madrassas. G. Tukay, G. Kamal, F. 
Amirkhan, G. Iskhaki, G. Ibragimov and other prominent representatives of the Tatar people also 
started their education there. 

Сontrary to kadimism, there appeared  a social trend known as "Jadidism" ("new method"  – Arabic). 
The organizer and first inspirer of this movement, which originated in the 1880-s, was the famous 
enlightener Ismail-bey (Ismagil) Gasprinsky (1801-1914), who had been popularizing his ideas for 
more than 30 years. He published newspapers and magazines, including "Tarjiman" ("Translator"), 
which until 1905 was the only newspaper in Russia in the Tatar language. In the 1880-s there began to 
be established jadidist schools in cities and large settlements of the Volga and Ural regions. An 
important role in this movement was played by Rashid Ibragimov, Khasangata Gabyashi, Salihzyan 
and Galimdzhan Galeevs (Barudi), Ahmetkhadi Maksudi, and later on by Musa Bigeyev, Yusuf 
Akchura and others. 

The influence of Jadidism manifested itself in the field of school education, when the transition from 
the ancient literary method to the sound one greatly facilitated the students' mastery of the subjects 
studied. The curriculum included new scientific disciplines: mathematics, physics, geography, natural 
history, history, and others. Thus, the Kazan madrasah “Muhammadiy” taught Russian language, 
arithmetic, geography, physics, Russian history, general history, drawing, natural history, geometry, 
accounting, jurisprudence, ethics, hygiene, natural science, psychology, logic, pedagogy, teaching 
methods, Arabic, Persian and other secular subjects. They used in teaching textbooks of the advanced 
teachers Riza Fakhretdinov, Kayum Nasyri ("Arithmetic"), etc. The introduction of annual 
examinations led to an improvement in the quality of students' knowledge [11, p. 37]. Jadidists widely 
used the opportunities of the class-lesson system while organizing educational process. The period of 
study in the Jadidist madrasahs was significantly reduced to 12-15 years, in contrast to the kadimist 
schools, where you could study for 20-25 years. The training was clearly divided into stages and 
years. There were libraries at mektebahs and madrasahs, which comprised a lot of religious books, 
fiction and scientific literature. The training was conducted in the native language, and the Russian 
language was being introduced. 

The system of public education in the Kazan region after the reforms of the 1860-s looked quite 
heterogeneous. Thus, in Kazan there were primary schools of several types: 27 public three-class 
schools (among them 12 for men, 10 for women and 5 mixed ones), 3 parish two-grade schools, one 
four-grade school, 3 zemstvo primary schools, 15 parochial schools, several schools at children's 
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orphanages, 5 Russian-Tatar schools, Russian classes at Novo-Tatar and Old-Tatar settlements, a 
number of Tatar mektebahs, madrasahs and new-method schools. In addition to these schools, there 
were private primary schools, which task was to prepare children for admission to junior classes of 
secondary schools and tutoring for junior secondary schools [12, p. 217]. Tatar children generally 
were trained at religious mektebahs and madrasahs. 

Rapid development of education had led to a shortage of qualified teachers. The problem of 
establishing educational institutions for training highly qualified specialists, not only for the Russian-
speaking environment, but also for other peoples of Russia, had come to the foreground. On March 
26, 1820, the government published the regulations "On Measures for the Education of Non-Russians 
Who Live in Russia," which provided for the opening of two Teachers’ Schools for Tatars in 
Simferopol and Ufa. 

Teaching at the teachers' schools was conducted in Russian, but the native language of students was 
also taken into account. The training lasted for four years. The schools had their own well-founded 
system of general pedagogical training of students for teaching work, which was developed by joint 
efforts of Russian and Tatar educators. The program included general and psychological foundations 
of pedagogy, information on didactics. Considerable attention was paid to the teaching methods of the 
Russian language and arithmetic [13]. Pedagogical practice was conducted at the primary single-
model exemplary school at the Kazan Tatar teachers training school. Students of the third grade of the 
Kazan Tatar teachers’ school, having learnt general pedagogy issues and psychological bases of 
education during the first half of the year, had a passive training during its second half: they attended 
lessons of teachers wor pupils of the 4th grade at the exemplary school [14]. At the same time, they 
had to notice pedagogical facts confirming the studied pedagogical points of view, to watch children’s 
behavior depending on the course of the lesson, to study their individual abilities, to think over the 
system of relationships between the teacher and students, over the ways of improving  discipline in 
class, to get acquainted with the system and methods of teaching some individual educational 
subjects, to determine the forward movement of students, their difficulties and knowledge gaps [10]. 
At the end of the academic year, every student of the final 4-th year had to conduct two "examination 
lessons": one on the Russian language, the other on arithmetic. The analysis of these lessons took 
place at a meeting of the pedagogical council chaired by the school inspector, where each teacher 
analyzed them from the point of view of his subject: a linguist analyzed the culture of speech, a 
mathematician – the correctness of the judgments and the use of terms, a teacher of calligraphy and 
drawing – the quality of notes and drawings made by the intern on the board , teachers of natural 
science, history and geography – the authenticity and correctness of the drawn material; the school 
inspector gave a general pedagogical analysis of the lesson. The most prominent representatives of 
the Kazan Tatar teachers' school were closely associated with the democratic principle of equality of 
all languages and nations, the same right of all peoples for education and enlightenment. 

CONCLUSION 
Our study made it possible to come to the conclusion that political, socio-economic, and cultural 
features of the life of the Bulgarian and Tatar societies were closely connected with the level and 
nature of the pedagogical thought, the practice of teaching and educating the Tatars in the VIII-th and 
early XX-th centuries. This very long period covers various stages of the national history of the 
Bulgars and their direct descendants Tatars within four state formations: the Volga-Kama Bulgaria, 
the Golden Horde, the Kazan Khanate and, finally, Russia. These stages     are very diverse in terms 
of economic and socio-political conditions. But with all the diversity of the historical living 
conditions of the Tatar people in the second millennium of the new era, there can be observed an 
integral and successive nature of cultural and historical processes, of the development of national 
education and pedagogical thought. Since the involvement of the Turkic world of the Volga-Kama 
region into the orbit of Muslim civilization, social and pedagogical thought has come a long way and 
has become an integrating basis of the ethno-cultural history of the Tatar people. 
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